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Abstract

The CÏ istaÂ granodiorite stock, which intrudes the Tis granite laccolith, and their Neoproterozoic country rocks of the TeplaÂ ±

Barrandian zone were studied by means of structural analysis and anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility. The rocks were dated
by the Pb±Pb evaporation on zircons, determining the age of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite and Tis granite at 373 Ma and 504 Ma,
respectively. The structures in the country rocks are characterised by an axial cleavage dipping to the northwest and

overprinting the folded bedding. S1 cleavage bears NE±SW-trending mineral lineations, which plunge to the northeast or
southwest at shallow angles. The cleavage is deformed by D2 kink-bands, which indicate a vertical shortening and a NW±SE
stretching. Both the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite stock and the Tis granite are deformed by a sinistral transtensional shear zone. The

geometry of this zone is compatible with the D2 brittle-ductile extensional kink-bands developed in the metasediments.
According to microstructures in the granitoids a�ected by the shear zone, we show that the Tis granite was deformed in solid-
state at high temperatures, whilst the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite developed both the magmatic and high-temperature solid-state
deformation fabric during its syntectonic cooling. Numerical thermal and rheological modelling of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite

intrusion suggests that it caused an important weakening of the crust at the site of emplacement, which in combination with
regional transtension explains that it became the site of a ductile shear zone. 7 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Magma ascent and emplacement in the crust occur
in various deformation regimes which can be tenta-
tively deduced from a structural study around the
intrusion (Brun and Pons, 1981; Vigneresse, 1995a).
An important factor controlling the emplacement of a
pluton and its microstructural evolution, which is in
turn related to the rate of magma cooling, is the depth
of magma emplacement (Vigneresse, 1995b).

This work deals with the structural relationships
between a Variscan granodiorite pluton emplaced at a
shallow crustal level, an early Palaeozoic (Caledonian)
laccolith and the low-grade Neoproterozoic country
rocks. We demonstrate that the granodiorite stock was
emplaced along a strongly localised ductile transten-
sional shear zone cross-cutting the granite laccolith.

We correlate this shear zone a�ecting both granitoids
with regionally distributed extensional deformation
a�ecting the Neoproterozoic metasediment previously
subjected to compression. An important objective of
this study is understanding the strain localisation
within the granodiorite stock during its intrusion into
the previously undeformed granite laccolith.

We present results of mesoscopic structural analysis
of polyphase deformation carried out in both the
country rocks and in the granodiorite intrusion. We
accomplish this by a detailed anisotropy of magnetic
susceptibility (AMS) study in igneous rocks, and by
microstructural and microfabric analyses of the
deformed granitoids. A combination of mesoscopic
structural study, AMS and microstructural analysis
enables us to recognise the transtensional mode of
granodiorite emplacement and to distinguish whether
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the studied fabric resulted from magmatic ¯ow, pro-
gressive solidi®cation during syntectonic magma cool-
ing and emplacement, or solid-state deformation
superimposed on solidi®ed rocks. This approach
allowed us to evaluate: (i) the fabric evolution from
the magmatic stage to the ultramylonite solid-state in
the granodiorite stock, and (ii) the e�ect of superimpo-
sition of magmatic heat supplied by the granodiorite
onto the fossil magmatic fabric of the already solidi®ed
granite laccolith.

We use the geological model developed here as a
base for thermal and rheological modelling to explain
weakening of a rigid granite sheet by ascending grano-
diorite magma and activation of localised ductile shear
zone in a regional extensional regime. The microstruc-
tural analysis is further used to explain the localisation
of deformation in both the progressively cooled grano-
diorite and syntectonically heated solid granite. The
mechanical evolution of the two types of rocks is mod-
elled using rheological modelling of polyphase tecto-
nites in a transient thermal regime.

2. Geological setting

The study area is located in the north-western ¯ank
of the TeplaÂ ±Barrandian zone in the Bohemian Massif
(Fig. 1). The central part of the TeplaÂ ±Barrandian is
composed of two stratigraphic sections which di�er in
structural style. Unmetamorphosed Ordovician to
Middle Devonian sediment is folded with NE±SW-
trending fold hinges and a�ected by several NW- or
SE-dipping thrusts. They lie unconformably on weakly

metamorphosed anchizonal Neoproterozoic and Cam-
brian volcano-sedimentary rocks (Dudek and Fediuk,
1955; ChlupaÂ cÏ , 1993). Locally the TeplaÂ ±Barrandian
was intruded by basalt and granitoid porphyry dykes
striking NE±SW, and by granitic to gabbroic intru-
sions of Cambro-Ordovician age (Zulauf, 1997). The
latter rocks exhibiting a di�erent structural style and
are thought to have undergone a pre-Variscan defor-
mation (Holubec, 1973). However, new structural stu-
dies show folding of Neoproterozoic strata and
development of steep crenulation cleavage in the cen-
tral part of the TeplaÂ ±Barrandian (Zulauf, 1997). To
the northwest, a transition to thrust related higher-
grade metamorphic foliation, dipping at shallow angles
to the SE, is observed.

To the west of the Barrandian Palaeozoic, the meta-
morphic grade of the central part of the Neoprotero-
zoic rocks increases westwards from anchimetamorphic
slates and graywackes through NE±SW-trending chlor-
ite, biotite, garnet, and staurolite zones, towards a kya-
nite zone at the western contact with the Moldanubian
(ChaÂ b et al., 1995; Zulauf, 1997). Pressures of 6±7
kbar and temperatures of 500±5508C were estimated
for the garnet zone and 8 kbar at 5808C for the staur-
olite zone (Zulauf, 1997). Pressure±temperature con-
ditions of 5±9 kbar and 580±6408C were estimated for
the kyanite zone by ChaÂ b and ZÏ aÂ cÏ ek (1994). Zulauf
(1999) correlated the increasing metamorphic grade
with the general character of Variscan compressive
deformation, which is characterised by crenulation
cleavage in lower grades and pervasive schistosity in
higher metamorphic zones.

Ar±Ar whole rock, muscovite and hornblende ages

Fig. 1. Geological sketch map of the TeplaÂ -Barrandian zone within the Bohemian Massif and the Variscan orogen in Europe. Radiometric

ages of several localities after Dallmeyer and Urban (1994) and Holub et al. (1997), see text for details. Abbreviations: HblÐhornblende,

MsÐmuscovite, WRÐwhole-rock, ZrnÐzircon.
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for rocks of the above-mentioned metamorphic zones

(Fig. 1) show consistent Devonian cooling ages (Dall-

meyer and Urban, 1994; Dallmeyer et al., 1995) which

correspond to the termination of sedimentation in the

Barrandian Palaeozoic basin (ChlupaÂ cÏ , 1993). In sum-

mary, the TeplaÂ ±Barrandian rocks were a�ected by a

prograde Barrovian metamorphism during the Middle

Devonian, and were associated with a compressive de-

formation (Zulauf, 1997).

The studied area consists of two types of granitoid

marked by a contrasting mode of emplacement at

di�erent times: the Tis granite and the CÏ istaÂ grano-

diorite stock. The Tis biotite granite outcrops in

patches separated at the level of erosion by the Neo-

proterozoic metasedimentary country rocks and by the

transgressive sediments of Permo-Carboniferous gra-

bens (Fig. 2). This large pluton stretches far to the

northeast beneath the Carboniferous, Permian and

Cretaceous deposits, as evidenced from exploration

boreholes. According to the gravity data (DobesÏ and

PolanskyÂ , 1967), the Tis granite body has a thin lacco-

lith shape (Fig. 3). In addition, ®eld observations indi-

cate that the Tis granite laccolith intruded parallel to

the Neoproterozoic bedding and prior to the formation

of the vertical cleavage of a Devonian age. Ar±Ar dat-

ing of muscovite from the Tis granite yielded an age of
375 Ma (Dallmeyer and Urban, 1994). These authors
ascribed this age to an early Variscan rejuvenation of

Fig. 2. Schematic geological map of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite and the country rocks.

Fig. 3. Gravity data from a pro®le through the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite

and the country rocks (indicated in Fig. 2) and interpretative geo-

logical cross-section (DobesÏ and PolanskyÂ , 1967).
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the argon system that closed during the magmatic
cooling at about 500 Ma ago. Similar Ar±Ar ages
around 380±376 Ma were also obtained from the sur-
rounding Neoproterozoic metasediment. Re-opening of
the Ar±Ar system may be attributed to the ambient
Devonian metamorphism in the metasediment sur-
rounding the Tis granite whose grade was high enough
(chlorite and biotite zones).

The CÏ istaÂ granodiorite stock has a roughly elliptical
shape (5 � 3 km2) in the map view (Fig. 2), with its
main axis trending NE±SW. This suggests a vertical
and deep-rooted form of the granodiorite stock is de-
rived from the gravity survey (DobesÏ and PolanskyÂ ,
1967). To the west, the CÏ istaÂ stock intruded directly
into the Neoproterozoic rocks. The thermal e�ect of
the CÏ istaÂ intrusion is con®ned to a narrow contact aur-
eole comprising hornfels and spotted slate from the
Neoproterozoic shales, graywackes and phyllites. To
the east, it intruded the Tis type granite; the contact
between these two granitoids coincides partly with the
NE±SW striking ductile shear zone. The CÏ istaÂ stock
and its surroundings are crosscut by abundant dyke
and sill swarms with dominant NW±SE strikes, but
few dykes have NNW±SSE and E±W strikes. These
dykes are composed of aplites or aplo-pegmatites with
zonal structures, granodiorite to quartz±diorite por-
phyrites and lamprophyres.

2.1. Petrography of the granitoids

The CÏ istaÂ amphibole±biotite granodiorite consists of
two subtypes showing a concentric pattern (Klo-
mõÂ nskyÂ , 1963; KopeckyÂ et al., 1997). The core of the
intrusion is built of medium- to ®ne-grained biotite
granodiorite without any visible preferred orientation.
At the periphery, the granodiorite stock is more ma®c
and exhibits magmatic foliations. An increasing pro-
portion of plagioclase vs. K-feldspar toward the mar-
gins documents variations in the composition. The
mean modal composition of the granodiorite is plagio-
clase (An15±30) 50%, K-feldspar 15%, quartz 28%,
biotite 5% and hornblende <1%. Plagioclase is euhe-
dral with normal-oscillatory zoning. K-feldspar occurs
as microcline or perthitic orthoclase. Quartz is anhe-
dral and undulatory. Euhedral titanite, apatite, zircon,
magnetite and muscovite are present as accessories.
The Tis biotite granite is a coarse-grained, pale yel-
low±red rock due to haematitised biotite. The granite
has a subhedral granoblastic structure which is ran-
dom, or sometimes planar along the eastern margin of
the intrusion marked by larger amount of muscovite.
The modal composition is plagioclase (An10±15) 27%,
K-feldspar 37%, quartz 25% and biotite 8% plus
accessory muscovite, ilmenite, apatite, and zircon (Klo-
mõÂ nskyÂ , 1963). K-feldspar mostly occurs as euhedral,
up to 1.5-cm crystals. T
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3. Zircon geochronology

Single zircons from samples of both the CÏ istaÂ and
Tis plutons were dated by the Pb±Pb evaporation
method using the technique developed by Kober
(1986, 1987) and modi®ed for use in the Mainz labora-
tory by KroÈ ner and Todt (1988). The analytical pro-
cedures are described in KroÈ ner and Hegner (1998),

and the data are presented in Table 1. Errors are at
the 2s (mean) level or correspond to the reproducibil-
ity of the Mainz zircon standard (KroÈ ner and Hegner,
1998). Sample C1 from the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite was col-
lected at the western margin of the stock (Fig. 2),
whereas sample T1 from the Tis granite comes from
the core of the laccolith (Fig. 2). Both samples rep-
resent undeformed rocks.

Zircons of the CÏ istaÂ granite are long-prismatic, clear
to light yellow±brown, translucent and euhedral, typi-
cal of magmatic growth. Core and overgrowth re-
lationships were not observed under the binocular
microscope. Six grains were evaporated of which ®ve
yielded a mean 207Pb/206Pb age of 373.1 2 1.1 Ma
(Table 1, Fig. 4a) that we interpret as re¯ecting the
time of granodiorite emplacement. One grain yielded a
slightly older age of 392.821.6 Ma (Table 1, Fig. 4b),
and we suspect that this is a mixed age between an
older core and 373 Ma overgrowth. Since we do not
have cathodoluminescence evidence for this assump-
tion we do not ascribe much signi®cance to this age.

Zircons of the Tis granite are yellow±brown to
grey±brown, not transparent, and display slight to sig-
ni®cant rounding at their terminations that we ascribe
to metamorphic recrystallisation. Three grains pro-
vided consistent 207Pb/206Pb ratios that combine to a
mean age of 504.8 2 1.0 Ma (Table 1, Fig. 4c). One
grain shows a signi®cantly older age of 650.821.5 Ma
(Table 1, Fig. 4d) which we interpret as being a xeno-
cryst derived from Cadomian-age crust below the Tis
pluton. This age is similar to zircon ages obtained
from the Brunovistulian domain along the northeast-
ern boundary of the Bohemian Massif (KroÈ ner et al.,
2000).

4. Structural pattern of the country rocks

To the east of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite, the bedding
(S0) of the Neoproterozoic metasediment is sub-hori-
zontal or a�ected by open buckle folds with NE±SW-
trending axes and steep axial planes. The bedding is
preserved in psammitic ¯at-lying layers, otherwise it is
mostly overprinted by a low-grade axial planar clea-
vage (S1) associated with F1 folds. This cleavage strikes
NE±SW and is formed by the planar alignment of
chlorite, muscovite and quartz aggregates. To the east
of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite, S1 cleavage dips to the
northwest at angles of 20±808. To the west, along with
the increasing metamorphic grade, the folds progress-
ively tighten, S1 becomes steeper to the NW and S0

disappears. Whilst the foliation strikes remain constant
throughout the entire study area, the westward
increase in foliation dip is accompanied with a
decrease in plunges of the lineation (Figs. 5 and 6). To
the west of the CÏ istaÂ intrusion, NW and SE dips of S1

Fig. 4. Histograms showing distribution of radiogenic lead isotope

ratios derived from evaporation of single zircons from CÏ istaÂ and Tis

granitoid intrusives, TeplaÂ -Barrandian zone, Bohemian Massif. (a)

Spectrum for ®ve grains from CÏ istaÂ granodiorite sample C1, inte-

grated from 480 ratios and interpreted to re¯ect time of granodiorite

emplacement. (b) Xenocrystic grain. (c) Spectrum for four grains

from Tis granite sample T1, integrated from 397 ratios and inter-

preted to re¯ect time of granite emplacement. (d) Xenocrystic grain.
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are observed. This fan-like cleavage pattern is attribu-
ted to large-scale NW±SE folds several hundred metres
in wavelength (Fediuk, 1994; Holubec, 1995). L1 NE±
SW-trending mineral lineations plunging to the NE or
SW at shallow angles (Fig. 6) are de®ned by chlorite
alignments and ®ne grooving on cleavage planes. The
F1 folds have their axes parallel to the chlorite linea-
tion, i.e. dipping at low angles to the NE or SW. In
places where cleavage is most intense, isoclinal rootless
folds are observed, centimetres to decimetres in wave-
length with asymmetric limbs where shearing is
intense. Lenses and segregations of quartz occur along
the cleavage planes and also in fold hinges. Regionally,
these S1, L1 and F1 are attributed to the NW±SE
oriented compression under the greenschist facies
metamorphism dated by Ar±Ar (muscovite) at around
380 Ma (Dallmeyer and Urban, 1994).

A subsequent deformation phase D2 produced sets
of kink-bands with centimetre- to several-metre-wide

limbs and axial planes dipping to the NW at shallow
to medium angles, sometimes to SE depending on S1

dips (Fig. 7a, b), and kink axes are generally trending
NE±SW. This late deformation resulted from bulk ver-
tical shortening and NW±SE stretching under very
low-grade metamorphic conditions (Figs. 6 and 8).
East of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite, this tectonic event pro-
duced shear bands (Fig. 7c) indicating a sinistral exten-
sional dip-slip movement. In some places quartz-
in®lled tension gashes crosscut the cleavage and form
asymmetric arrays implying normal faulting towards
the NW.

5. Structures and fabrics in the granitoids

The oval CÏ istaÂ granodiorite stock yields visible mag-
matic foliations only at its periphery, as de®ned by
¯attened ma®c enclaves and shape preferred orien-

Fig. 5. Structural map of foliations in the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite and the country rocks.

Fig. 6. Structural map of lineations in the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite and the country rocks.
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tations of plagioclase, K-feldspar and biotite. The foli-
ations are parallel to the intrusion margins, especially
along its long sides (Fig. 5). At the eastern border of
the stock, the magmatic foliation increases in intensity
and grades into solid-state mylonitic fabric. In the core
of the intrusion the fabric is cryptic and can be de®ned
only by AMS. Linear magmatic structures are de®ned
by long axes of stretched ma®c enclaves and by linea-
tions given by ¯akes of biotite. The major trend of
magmatic lineations is NE±SW with plunges 10±408 to
the SW (Fig. 6).

Unravelling the structure of the Tis granite is more
di�cult as the pluton is partly covered with younger
sediments forming several isolated outcrops. In the
western part of the pluton, the granitic magma inter-
®ngered with bedding planes of the Neoproterozoic
metasedimentary rocks. Near the contacts, angular
fragments of the metasediment and a thin zone of con-

tact metamorphism were found. Macroscopic mag-
matic fabric is rarely visible and most data come from
the AMS study. No post-magmatic ductile defor-
mation was observed except at the eastern margin of
the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite stock, where a west-dipping
shear zone occurs. This NE±SW-trending CÏ istaÂ Shear
Zone (CSZ) is 100 m wide and a�ects, up to mylonite,
the eastern border of the Tis granite (see above) with
SSW-plunging stretching lineations and top-to-the-
SSW oriented movements. Geometry and kinematics
of this transtensional shear zone agree with the exten-
sional kink-bands that developed in the Neoprotero-
zoic metasediment (Fig. 8).

5.1. Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility in the
granitoids

The AMS fabric in undeformed igneous rocks

Fig. 7. (a) Kink band in the Neoproterozoic phyllites indicating vertical shortening. (b) Large-scale kink band in the Neoproterozoic phyllites. (c)

Shear band in the Neoproterozoic metapelites at contact with a quartz lens.
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characterises the magmatic fabric whereas in other
rocks the more complex fabric re¯ects mainly the sym-
metry and intensity of the solid-state strain. The mag-
netic fabrics were then used to ascertain the structural
data recorded in the ®eld and to complement them in
localities where no macroscopic features were
observed. In the granodiorite, the magnetic suscepti-
bility is carried dominantly by the accessory ferromag-
netic magnetite and paramagnetic biotite and
amphibole. In the Tis granite the susceptibility carriers
are represented by ferromagnetic haematite and
pyrrhotite, and paramagnetic biotite and ilmenite
(ChlupaÂ cÏ ovaÂ et al., 1975). Consequently, mean suscep-
tibilities in the granodiorite are, due to its magnetite
content, about two orders of magnitude higher that in
the granite.

Two AMS parameters have been used, the degree of
anisotropy (P ) and ellipsoid shape factor (T ) (JelõÂ nek,
1978): P = k1/k3 and T=2( y2ÿy3)/( y1ÿy3), where k1,
k2, k3 are values of the principal AMS ellipsoid axes
with y1=ln k1, y2=ln k2, y3=ln k3.

The degree of anisotropy values vary from 1.02 to
1.7, corresponding to undeformed isotropic granite
and mylonitised magnetite-rich granodiorite, respect-
ively. The ellipsoid shape factors vary from +0.1 to
+0.9 in the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite indicating oblate fab-
rics, whilst the Tis granite fabric with T values from
ÿ1 to +1 covers the complete range of prolate to
oblate shapes. According to similarities in the AMS
characters, the sampled sites were grouped into four

areas (Fig. 9): (i) western outcrops of the Tis granite,
(ii) shear zone along the eastern margin of the CÏ istaÂ

granodiorite, (iii) central zone of the CÏ istaÂ granodior-
ite, and (iv) western margin of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite.

1. Lack of exposures in the western part of the Tis
granite prevents from drawing a complete structural
pattern of the pluton. However, some general fabric
features can be de®ned: a very low degree of aniso-
tropy, P = 1.02±1.08 on average, with a scatter
smaller than in the granodiorite, contrasting with
highly variable symmetries, from strongly prolate to
strongly oblate ellipsoid shape, T=ÿ0.6±0.7. The
magnetic foliations have chie¯y NNE±SSW strikes
and steep dips to the west. The magnetic lineations
dominantly plunge to the NNE at variable angles.
The low degree of anisotropy corresponds to invis-
ible magmatic fabric at majority of the sites, how-
ever, at the western and northern margin the granite
has a clear plane strain to oblate fabric resulting
from superimposed solid-state deformation as evi-
denced by microstructures (see below). At one site
(no. 23) in the centre of the pluton, a strong mag-
netic lineation and weakly de®ned foliation may
have been formed by a constrictional magmatic
¯ow.

2. The eastern margin of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite yields
a very high degree of anisotropy, up to P=1.7, due
to the mylonitisation of the previous magmatic fab-
ric along the CSZ. The degree of anisotropy
increases with the strain intensity, and the orien-
tation of the magnetic fabric coincides with the
macroscopic structures measured in the ®eld. The
shape of magnetic ellipsoid is moderately oblate at
all localities (T=0.2±0.5). The magnetic foliation is
steep or nearly vertical, striking NNE±SSW in the
northern part of the shear zone, and follows the
shape of the stock to strike ENE±WSW at its
southern end. The foliation dips, either to the NW,
or to the SE (Fig. 5), are controlled by the subverti-
cal CSZ. The magnetic lineations plunge gently to
the SW (Figs. 6 and 9).

3. In the central zone of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite the
AMS data represent the only possible information
on the igneous fabric. The magnetic fabric has a
low degree of anisotropy, P=1.1±1.4, characteristic
of the weak alignment of rock-forming particles
developed during the magma ¯ow. In spite of this
low fabric intensity, all data clearly show an oblate
shape of the AMS ellipsoid, up to T=0.8. The
magnetic foliation remains parallel to the pluton
margins, i.e. NE±SW to NNW±SSE, maintaining
steep dips. The magnetic lineations plunge rather
steeply, mostly to the SW, except the southern end
of the central zone where they dip to the NNW.

4. The western margin of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite is
Fig. 8. Stereographic projection of structural elements from the Neo-

proterozoic rocks and the shear zone.
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marked by intense magnetic fabric, up to P=1.7.
As the magmatic fabric is not overprinted by a sub-
sequent deformation, it suggests that the magma
straining along the pluton periphery was larger than
in its interior. The T parameter varies from plane
strain to oblate ellipsoids, slightly increasing with
the anisotropy degree. The foliations are very steep

and their strike follows again the shape of the
stock, rotating from NE±SW in the north to N±S in
the south. The magnetic lineations have intermedi-
ate plunges of 30±508, predominantly to the SW.

Summarising the AMS data on the CÏ istaÂ granodior-
ite intrusion, the magnetic foliations show a concentric

Fig. 9. Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility data from the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite and Tis granite. For de®nition of P and T parameters see the text.

Ellipses in stereograms correspond to con®dence regions, main directions of AMS are indicated with 95% con®dence.
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pattern around the periphery, whilst the core zone dis-
plays foliations with a regular NE±SW strike and
steep dips. Magnetic lineations plunge at shallow
angles in the periphery whilst in the central zone they
are steep. This overall pattern suggests that the pluton
apex, where conventionally presumed ¯at-lying foli-
ations are preserved, was removed by erosion.

6. Microstructures in the deformed granitoids

The CSZ a�ected both the Tis granite and the CÏ istaÂ
granodiorite and runs parallel to their contact (Fig. 2).
Movements along this shear zone produced a range of
deformation structures in these rocks, depending on
their former mineral compositions, igneous fabrics and
thermal states. In a pro®le across the shear zone, the
strain intensity increases from magmatic fabrics up to
ultramylonite in the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite, and from

undeformed granite to mylonite in the adjacent Tis
granite. We describe di�erences in the structural evol-
ution of the rocks during the mylonitisation. Each
rock is presented at three stages of deformation from
the least to the most deformed.

6.1. Tis granite

The Tis granite is plastically deformed within a zone
of 100±700 m along the eastern margin of the CÏ istaÂ
stock. Zones of ®ne-grained ultramylonite occur locally
reaching a thickness of 0.5±2 m.

In the undeformed Tis granite, mostly anhedral
perthitic K-feldspars up to 1 cm in size occur. Plagio-
clase appears as 0.5 cm in size, often euhedral crystals
with albite-twin lamellae. Quartz is present in inter-
stices of a skeleton formed by K-feldspar and plagio-
clase and exhibits a chessboard undulatory extinction.
Incipient recrystallisation occurs along boundaries of

Fig. 10. (a) Mylonite of the Tis granite. Grain-size reduction of recrystallised quartz aggregate is due to an anvil e�ect of plagioclase phenocryst.

Plagioclase is partly transformed into polycrystalline ®ne-grained aggregates; (b) Banded microstructure (IWL) in the Tis granite ultramylonite

with relics of plagioclase phenocrysts; (c) Mylonite of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite. Recrystallised quartz forms polycrystalline aggregates and together

with ®ne-grained matrix anastomoses around relics of plagioclase phenocrysts; (d) Ultramylonite of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite. Detail of recrystallised

matrix containing rounded plagioclase phenocryst.
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large subgrains producing thin zones of strain-free
minute grains with cuspate±lobate boundaries. Biotite
is mostly undeformed or kinked perpendicular to the
basal planes.

The medium-deformed Tis granite has a porphyro-
clastic structure with locally well-developed C±S fab-
rics. K-feldspar appears bookshelved, rotated by
shearing and separated by recrystallised quartz, or is
locally recrystallised into aggregate neoblasts of 300±
400 mm with grain boundaries parallel to the perthitic
surfaces. Myrmekitic patches often rim margins of K-
feldspars. Plagioclase is partly transformed into poly-
crystalline ®ne-grained aggregates with interstitial
recrystallised biotite (Fig. 10a). Newly formed grains
of 50±100 mm in size are commonly rectangular, some-
times joined in triple junctions. Quartz grains 300±500
mm in size form polycrystalline ribbons. Their bound-
aries are mostly lobate, sometimes straight, indicating
grain boundary migration recrystallisation. Quartz
aggregates located in-between the K-feldspar fragments
are marked by grain-size reduction suggesting stress
concentrations in these areas. Biotite is entirely recrys-
tallised and occasionally displays basal slip which is re-
sponsible for mica ®sh formation.

The mylonite of the Tis granite (Fig. 10b) has a
banded structure at the millimetre scale in which com-
plete recrystallisation of quartz forms ribbons alternat-
ing with ®ne-grained layers of biotite and
monomineralic layers of recrystallised plagioclase or
K-feldspar. Recrystallised K-feldspars, 50±100 mm in
size, are irregular in shape. Aggregates of plagioclase
consist of recrystallised grains with straight boundaries
and well-developed triple junctions. The long faces of
new grains are often parallel with small ¯akes of bio-
tite. Quartz forms monomineralic ribbons composed of
recrystallised and irregularly shaped grains 300±500
mm in size. The grains often contain prismatic subgrain
boundaries which are oblique to the quartz ribbon
boundaries. Leftover grains and cuspate grain bound-
aries indicate intense grain-boundary migration recrys-
tallisation mechanism. This succession of
deformational microstructures is consistent with solid-
state deformation of already solidi®ed granite under
rather high temperature conditions within a shear zone
(Schulmann et al., 1996).

6.2. CÏistaÂ granodiorite

The CÏ istaÂ granodiorite shows a complete transition
from plastically undeformed well-developed magmatic
fabric, through pre-RCMP (rheological critical melt
percentage) transitional fabric, to solid-state ortho
gneiss and mylonite along the eastern border of the
stock.

The magmatic and pre-RCMP fabrics, ubiquitous in
the western and central part of the granodiorite stock,

are dominated by zoned, mostly euhedral plagioclase
phenocrysts, 3±10 mm across, forming an intercon-
nected framework with a weak shape-preferred orien-
tation. Interstices in the plagioclase skeleton are
mostly ®lled with undeformed biotite, with no pre-
ferred orientation and quartz aggregates 0.5±1 mm in
size. Some phenocrysts of plagioclase are transected by
submagmatic microfractures ®lled with quartz (Bou-
chez et al., 1992). Quartz grain-boundaries are lobate
to straight, attesting to incipient grain boundary mi-
gration. Some displacement of plagioclase boundaries
led to the nucleation and growth of new strain-free
grains of quartz, up to 100 mm in size. Wide fringes of
myrmekite along their boundaries accompany a few
K-feldspars.

In the mylonitised granodiorite (Fig. 10c) at the
eastern margin, up to 50% of the plagioclase forms
recrystallised aggregates or ribbons merging into a
®ne-grained matrix isolating relics of plagioclase phe-
nocrysts. Biotite is often smeared out and forms ana-
stomosing layers. Quartz appears as polycrystalline
aggregates, around 1 mm in mean grain size. Quartz
recrystallisation took place by the mechanism of grain-
boundary migration as suggested by leftover grain
microstructures. Infrequent prismatic subgrain bound-
aries are oblique to the mylonitic foliation.

Within the rare ultramylonite corridors (Fig. 10d),
the recrystallised matrix constitutes more than 90% of
the rock and has a uniform 50±100 mm grain size irre-
spective of the mineral species. Relics of rounded pla-
gioclases, 1±2 mm in size, are scattered in the matrix.
Grain boundaries of matrix phases are straight to
slightly lobate and parallel to foliation.

6.3. Quartz microfabric

Orientations of about 200 quartz c-axes were
measured in XZ sections (parallel to lineation and nor-
mal to foliation) using the universal stage and were
plotted on a lower hemisphere, equal area stereonet
(Fig. 11). The measurements were taken from the foli-
ated western border of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite (K18b,
C6/1) and from the zone of ductile deformation a�ect-
ing the eastern border of the CÏ istaÂ stock (K31) and
adjacent Tis granite (C20/2). In samples K18b and C6/
1, weak maxima occur close to foliation and close to
the Y axis of the ®nite strain. The other maxima plot
along the periphery of diagram, some of them close to
lineation direction. Sample K18b shows maxima sym-
metrically distributed with respect to the XY plane,
and forming an angle of about 458 with the foliation.
The c-axis orientation with maximum close to Y direc-
tion and two maxima at 458 positions to the
elongation correspond to type II crossed girdle pattern
with high opening angle of 908, reported from granu-
lite facies rocks (Lister and Dornsiepen, 1982). The
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observed texture pattern and microstructures attest to
high activity of prism-[c ] slip accommodating coaxial
deformation commonly reported from granitoids
deformed at the solidus boundary (Gapais and Bar-
barin, 1986).

Mylonitic sample (K31) shows strong maximum
near the Y axis of ®nite strain, subordinate maximum
close to foliation pole and weak maximum close to
lineation. The former two maxima may be interpreted
as resulting from combined activity of prism- < a>
and basal- < a> slip. The latter maximum close to
mineral lineation is commonly attributed to the ac-
tivity of prism-[c ] slip. We interpret such a fabric in
terms of continuous shear deformation during cooling
from high to lower temperatures when the activity of
prism-[c ] is gradually replaced by prism-[a ] glide. This
evolution agrees with the maxima close to Y and dis-
appearance of axes in the X direction. The quartz c-
axis pattern within ribbons of banded mylonitic Tis
granite exhibits a single girdle oblique to the foliation
and lineation (Fig. 11). Principal maxima are distribu-
ted between the periphery of diagram and its centre
suggesting a combined activity of prism- < a > ,
rhomb- < a+c> and basal- < a> slip. This type of
quartz c-axis preferred orientation is commonly
reported from greenschist to lower amphibolite facies
conditions. The asymmetry of quartz fabric in the
deformed granitoids suggests a prevalence of non-

coaxial deformation, which matches with the strain ob-
servations from the ®eld.

7. Interpretation of structural data and numerical
modelling

The structural study of the Neoproterozoic host
rocks and both the Tis and CÏ istaÂ granitoids demon-
strated the existence of folded Neoproterozoic strati-
®cation associated with development of steep
regional cleavage. This pattern is in agreement with
observations of Zulauf (1997) who attributed it to
the NW±SE oriented upper Devonian compressional
activity. The compressional deformational event is,
however, absent in both the sub-horizontal sheet of
the Tis granite and in the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite stock.
The cleavage developed in the Neoproterozoic meta-
sedimentary rocks is a�ected by subsequent sub-
horizontal kink-bands indicating a bulk vertical
shortening and NW±SE stretching. This extensional
deformation materialises as a narrow ductile shear
zone, the CSZ, developed along the eastern border
of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite and adjacent Tis granite.
The geometry and kinematics of this transtensional
shear zone are consistent with the extensional kink-
bands that developed in the Neoproterozoic metase-
dimentary rocks (Fig. 12). The internal fabric of the
CÏ istaÂ granodiorite, described by means of the AMS
method, reveals steep magnetic foliations and linea-
tions moderately to steeply plunging to the SW in
the western and central parts of the stock, respect-
ively. The magnetic lineation becomes ¯atter
approaching the CSZ. The fabric symmetry is gener-
ally weakly oblate and the degree of fabric intensity
increases from the core of intrusion towards the
western and eastern margins of the stock. In con-
trast, the Tis granite shows very weak fabric inten-
sity and no systematic fabric pattern. These
geometric and kinematic data may be interpreted as
syntectonic intrusion of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite along
the transtensional shear zone crosscutting the rigid
sheet of the Tis granite. This geometrical model is
supported by microstructural and quartz microfabric
analyses, which attest that two di�erent sequences
of deformation developed in both described grani-
toids. The Tis granite was deformed once already
solidi®ed only within the narrow shear zone in the
solid-state and at relatively high temperature. In
contrast, the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite is typical of a syn-
tectonically cooled intrusion. It was deformed whilst
incompletely solidi®ed with microstructures spanning
from widely developed magmatic to pre-RCMP
stages, to the progressively more localised high-tem-
perature solid-state deformation, and ®nally towards
strongly localised ultramylonites.

Fig. 11. Quartz c-axis fabrics and location of samples from the CÏ istaÂ

granodiorite and Tis granite. Percentages indicate concentrations of

axis distribution; projection on lower hemisphere, equal area net.
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Based on the above discussed data, a model of the
CÏ istaÂ granodiorite stock emplacement in general exten-
sional regime is suggested. The Tis granite is seen as a
rigid sub-horizontal sheet, which resisted regional com-
pressional Devonian folding and cleavage development
in soft host rocks. The regional extension, which
a�ected this steep fabric, also had a small e�ect on the
sti� Tis granite. However, it is only in the area of the
CÏ istaÂ granodiorite intrusion where the extensional
shear zone developed consistently with regional tec-
tonic pattern. We suggest that the granodiorite magma
(CÏ istaÂ stock) emplaced beneath the thick and rigid Tis
granite sheet. In the area of the ascending CÏ istaÂ grano-
diorite, the solid granite of the Tis laccolith may have
been locally highly weakened and in combination with
regional transtension a ductile fault may have been
activated. Hence, we speculate that subsequent batches

of magma were able to ascend along this fault into
higher levels and solidify as a CÏ istaÂ stock. Weakening
of the Tis granite laccolith is simulated using a numeri-
cal model that assesses the thermal, hence rheological,
evolution of host rocks in relation to the ascending
CÏ istaÂ granodiorite magma.

7.1. Thermal and rheological evolutions of host rocks
during magma ascent and emplacement

In the model it is assumed that the magma
ascended in a liquid state through a feeder zone up
to the Tis granite laccolith, representing the major
rheological boundary where further ascent was
blocked and a horizontally elongated secondary
magma chamber developed. We have employed the
CONTACT program (Peacock, 1989), based on a

Fig. 12. (a) Schematic cross-section of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite area along the line B±B ' depicted in Fig. 2. Shear couples indicate transtensional

movement in the shear zone. (b, c) Kink and shear bands attributed to this tectonic regime, yet under di�erent thermal conditions.

Fig. 13. (a) Scheme of the intrusion setting modelled by program CONTACT (Peacock, 1989). (b) Temperature vs. time plot for points at a

di�erent distance from the intrusion, time is counted from the instantaneous intrusion of the granodiorite.
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®nite-di�erence algorithm solving a one-dimensional
heat transfer equation (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959).
This program simulates the thermal adjustment
between an instantaneously emplaced two-dimen-
sional intrusion and its country rocks (Fig. 13a).
The input parameters are listed in Table 2. A tem-
perature of 3508C is considered suitable for the
country rocks as they belong to the chlorite and
biotite metamorphic zones. The granodiorite intru-
sion temperature is set at 8508C, the interval of
crystallisation at 1008C, and the approximated half-
width of the stock at 3700 m according to its pre-
sent size. We assume that this distance may rep-
resent a rough estimate of the size of the secondary
magma chamber developed below the rigid and
horizontally elongated obstacle. In our model the
thermal solution is calculated for a horizontally
elongated chamber in a vertical direction. The
resulting temperatures at various distances from the
intrusion and with time during cooling are given in
Fig. 13(b). It indicates that the periphery of the

intrusion (point ÿ0.74 km) cooled to the solidus
(7508C) in less than 220 ka whilst the core of the
intrusion (point ÿ3 km) was still partially molten
(temperatures above 7508C) as long as 450 ka.
Temperatures in the country rocks reached their
maximum values between 450 and 540 ka before
joining the cooling trend of the intrusion.

The resulting temperatures were used to calculate
a strength pro®le of the crust with a relatively hot
geotherm. This geotherm (Fig. 14a), assessed to ®t
pressure±temperature data of the Devonian meta-
morphism in the Barrandian (Zulauf, 1997), is
based on the assumption that the Barrandian zone
corresponded in the Devonian times to a rigid
cover on top of an orogenic root built of hot
lower and middle crustal rocks (Zulauf, 1997). The
corresponding lithological column is approximated
as follows: the lower crust is composed of 35 km
of quartz±diorite, and the upper crust of 35 km of
quartzite. The Tis laccolith represents a horizontal
slab between 17 and 20 km deep, estimated from
the metamorphic conditions of the host rocks.

The strength (sb) was calculated using Byerlee's con-

Table 2

Parameters adopted in the thermal model of the granodiorite intru-

sion

Half width of intrusion 3700 m

Temperature of country rocks 350 8C
Temperature of intrusion 850 8C
Interval of crystallisation 100 8C
Heat of crystallisation 200 kJ kgÿ1

Thermal conductivity 2.51 W mÿ1 Kÿ1

Heat capacity 1000 J kgÿ1 Kÿ1

Density 2800 kg mÿ3

Fig. 14. (a) Geotherm for the TeplaÂ ±Barrandian zone estimated using pressure±temperature data of Zulauf (1997). (b) Schematic model of crustal

strati®cation of the TeplaÂ ±Barrandian zone used for rheological calculations. (c±f) Strength pro®les of the modelled crust at di�erent times after

the intrusion of granodiorite.

Table 3

Parameters in stress calculations

Quartzite (wet) Albite granite Quartz±diorite

A (Paÿnsÿ1) 2.0� 103 1.3� 106 2.0� 104

E (kJ molÿ1) 154 234 219

b 0.75 0.75 0.75

N 2.3 3.9 2.4
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stants for the brittle crust (see Ranalli and Murphy,
1987):

sb � brg�1ÿl�z �1�
where b is a parameter depending on the type of fault-
ing (b=0.75 for extension), r is the density, g is the
gravitational acceleration, l is the pore ¯uid factor
(l=0.36), and z is the depth.

To calculate the strength (sv) of the viscous crust
the power-law creep was used:

sv � �e=A�1=n exp�Q=nRT � �2�
where e is the strain rate, A, n and Q are material con-
stants. Q corresponds to activation energy for creep, n
is the power law exponent, R is the gas constant and T
the absolute temperature. The values of the chosen
parameters and material constants are listed in Table 3.
Rheological parameters for di�erent parts of the crus-
tal column are after Jaoul et al. (1984) for the quartzi-
tic crust, Ranalli and Murphy (1987) for quartz±
diorite of the lower crust, and Shalton and Tullis
(1981) for the Tis granite and albitic granite.

In the model, the ascending granodiorite magma
(CÏ istaÂ stock) is instantaneously emplaced at a depth of
20 km beneath the 3-km-thick, rigid laccolith formed
by the Tis granite (Fig. 14b). Before the intrusion of
the CÏ istaÂ stock, the rheological strati®cation already
exhibits a decreasing resistance in the viscous part of
the quartzitic upper crust perturbed by a yield strength
maximum of the Tis granite layer (Fig. 14c). After
intrusion of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite, the crustal strength
pro®le evolves due to the input of heat (Fig. 14d±f).
The maximum thermal perturbation is reached in ca.
540 ka after intrusion: a temperature of ca. 5008C was
achieved up to a distance of 3 km from the roof of the
intrusion along with a strong decrease in yield strength
of the overlying granitic laccolith which became as
plastic as the quartz±diorite at depths of >30 km
(Fig. 14d). The ®nal diagram at 900 ka (Fig. 14f)
shows that, at that time, the crust recovered the
strength close to the original steady state.

7.2. Rheological and microstructural evolutions of the
granitoids after emplacement of the CÏistaÂ granodiorite

Along with the assumption that the CÏ istaÂ granodior-
ite was emplaced during an extensional event, we
therefore assume that the rest of granodiorite was
emplaced along an extensional shear zone following
the failure of the thermally weakened Tis granite sheet.
We now examine the thermal and rheological evol-
utions of both the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite and the Tis gran-
ite during subsequent cooling.

Immediately after necking and failure of the Tis
granite sheet, a granodiorite magma began to ®ll the

neck zone within which no shear stress was further
transmitted to the solid host rocks. We believe that
ductile deformation of the host rocks could have
started again after the granodiorite itself became solid
allowing shear stress transfer to its surroundings. This
could have occurred when the temperature of the gran-
odiorite became lower than its solidus (07508C), i.e.
0400 ka after its emplacement.

At this stage the CÏ istaÂ and Tis granitoids can be
viewed as a polyphase mineralogical system consisting
dominantly of K-feldspar and quartz. Handy (1990,
1994) applied a concept of strain and stress concen-
trations related to deformation of polyphase materials.
According to this concept, the rocks form two types of
structures: (1) Load-bearing framework (LBF) in
which the stress is concentrated in strong phases sur-
rounding pockets of weak material, and (2) Intercon-
nected weak layers (IWL) marked by concentration of
stress and deformation in weak minerals forming an
interconnected framework. As indicated by exper-
iments, progressive deformation leads to breakdown of
LBF structure which is highly unstable under higher
strains (Jordan, 1987). It gives rise to the so-called
`banded structure' marked by alternation of monomi-
neralic layers. In granitic rocks this structure develops
when one strong (K-feldspar) and two weak phases of
di�erent viscosity (plagioclase stronger than quartz)
occur (Schulmann et al., 1996). However, Martelat et
al. (1999) has shown that in exceptionally hot quartz±
feldspar tectonites (granulites of Madagascar) with a
high proportion of weak quartz (30%) the LBF struc-
ture is not a transient microstructure and does not col-
lapse into a more stable IWL structure. This structure
is developed in rocks with two rheologically contrast-
ing phases, strong feldspar and weak quartz (Martelat
et al., 1999).

We interpret the medium deformed Tis granite as
forming a LBF structure formed by strongest K-feld-
spar 37% and weaker oligoclase 27%, whilst weakest
quartz 25% and biotite 8% are forming isolated pock-
ets. Banded ultramylonite is interpreted as forming
IWL structures with a low viscosity contrast between
the strong and weak fractions (Handy, 1994; Schul-
mann et al., 1996). The mylonites developed in the
CÏ istaÂ granodiorite along the CSZ are characterised by
persistence of LBF, consisting of weak quartz aggre-
gates (25%), with no interconnection even under sub-
stantial strain, and of a skeleton formed by strong
calcic plagioclase and K-feldspar (up to 70%). How-
ever, the weak fraction increases in volume with
increasing strain due to recrystallisation of plagioclase
in a similar manner as described by Martelat et al.
(1999). The rheological evolution of the LBF structure
of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite and the LBF and IWL struc-
tures of the Tis granite are now modelled. The bulk
strength of the LBF structure is estimated using the
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Eudier±Tharp formula (Eudier, 1962; Tharp, 1983),
modi®ed for recrystallised peridotites by Rutter and
Brodie (1988) and for granulite tectonites by Martelat
et al. (1999):

sLBF
rock � �1ÿKj2=3

w ��sfeldsparÿsquartz� � squartz �3�

where srock is the strength of the porous aggregate, jw

is the volume proportion of the weak phase, and K is
an experimental factor depending on the pore shape,
taken as K = 1.8 (Tharp, 1983; Rutter and Brodie,
1988; Handy, 1990).

The bulk strength of the IWL structure is given by
Handy (1994):

sIWL
rock � squartzj

�1ÿx�
quartz � sfeldspar�1ÿjquartz�ÿ1�1ÿj1ÿx

quartz� �4�

where

x � 1ÿjquartz=jfeldspar:

The bulk strength estimates (Fig. 15) were calculated
in the Tis granite at 0.74 km and 2.98 km from the
contact, and in the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite at 0.74 km from
the contact. Eq. (3) for the LBF structure was used for
strength calculations in the case of the CÏ istaÂ grano-
diorite and the Tis granite in a distance of about 3 km
from the contact, where this rock is only weakly
deformed. Eq. (4) for the IWL structure was used for
the Tis granite close to the contact.

The results (Fig. 15) indicate that, away from the
contact (03 km), the Tis granite is always stronger
than the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite. However, its strength
decreases signi®cantly during heating before its conver-
gence toward the strength of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite
during the cooling. Near the contact, the Tis granite
with its IWL structure decreases in strength during 500

ka. Then its strength becomes equal or even weaker
than that of the adjacent CÏ istaÂ granodiorite. These
strength relationships explain why the localised shear
zone a�ected the rigid granite sheet, and support the
assumption that both the eastern margin of the CÏ istaÂ
granodiorite and the adjacent Tis granite experienced
solid-state deformation approximately at the same
time.

8. Conclusion

The Pb±Pb evaporation on zircons yields ages of the
CÏ istaÂ granodiorite and Tis granite of 373 Ma and 504
Ma, respectively. The structural approach combined
with thermal and mechanical modelling illustrates that
the emplacement of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite occurred
during a transtensional event documented in the grani-
toids and the Neoproterozoic metasediments of the
study area. The granodiorite magma rapidly ascended
through dykes intruding the lower to middle crust and
formed a stock (Fig. 12a). The width of the stock was
probably growing during the sinistral transtensional
motion of the shear zone. The observed transition
from the magmatic fabrics to the solid-state mylonitic
foliations is likely to have resulted from the syntec-
tonic intrusion followed by continuous shearing after
the emplacement.

The Caledonian granitic laccolith represented a
major rheological obstacle in the ascent of the magma.
The Neoproterozoic rocks show distributed low-grade
extensional deformation whilst the granitic laccolith is
a�ected merely by a ductile shear zone. This contrast
in the deformation pattern is explained by thermal
weakening of the granite sheet caused by the ascending

Fig. 15. Evolution of modelled rock strength at di�erent places of the pluton. The Tis granite near the contact with intruding CÏ istaÂ granodiorite

has an IWL microstructure and its strength approaches values of the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite soon after the intrusion. On the contrary, farther from

the contact, the granite mylonite characterised by a LBF microstructure is temporarily weakened but its strength is always greater than that of

the CÏ istaÂ granodiorite.
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granodiorite leading to failure of otherwise rigid grani-
tic rocks.

The southwestern direction and shallow plunge of
magnetic lineations in the sheared granodiorite in con-
junction with sinistral movement indicators therefore
testify to the transtensional mode of the magma
emplacement. The AMS study combined with the
microstructural analysis showed a geometrical coher-
ence between the cryptic magmatic and visible solid-
state fabrics in the CÏ istaÂ stock. The intensity of the
AMS increases towards the transtensional shear zone
together with rotation of the magnetic lineation from a
subvertical to subhorizontal plunge (Fig. 9). This
structural pattern is interpreted as a vertical magmatic
ascent overprinted along the margins of the stock by
sinistral transtensional movements during progressive
solidi®cation. The AMS study of the Tis laccolith
shows a very weak fabric with varying orientation.
The only site with strong solid-state fabric geometri-
cally coherent with the solid-state fabric in the CÏ istaÂ
stock occurs along the adjacent shear zone. The ther-
mal modelling, though only one-dimensional, gives a
reasonable ®rst-order estimate of thermal and rheolo-
gical states following the magma intrusion. Heating of
the granite, due to the granodiorite ascent, led to ther-
mal softening and development of this high-tempera-
ture ductile shear zone several hundred metres thick.
Moreover, the modelled results show that the granite
near the contact with the granodiorite is thermally so
weakened that its yield strength becomes equal, or
even weaker than that of the emplaced granodiorite.
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